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Overview

The Private Equity world is seeing an increase in third party
administration, which includes the outsourcing of both fund
accounting and LP servicing, running full books and records
for fund valuations and financial reporting along with all required activity at the LP level inclusive of tracking committed
capital, calls & distributions, KYC and reporting.

•

Improving LP experience

Managing such a complex growth environment can be challenging. Combined with increased LP activism and fee pressures, many PE firms are simply unable to keep pace with the
growth and changes the businesses require.

By conventional acceptance, private equity funds don’t need
to have a third-party Fund administrator. There are unique
complexities within private equity funds, which make CFOs
prefer to handle all work in house from partnership accounting / allocation, waterfall distribution, rebalancing, fund
structure, to the entire LP lifecycle management – from on
boarding to LP reporting.

As a result, PE firms of all sizes are examining their strategies
to see whether the spreadsheets, systems and processes
they designed in-house can be more valuable, efficient and
effective.
Today, 70 percent of CFOs who are focused on growth, plan
to partner extensively for new skills and expertise rather
than doing everything in-house.

However, predictions from surveys and consulting show
three major trends:

Managed administration services span a range of capabilities, creating options for the CFO looking to benefit from externally provided services that allow them to focus on more
business-critical issues and strategic functions and activities.

First - 2018 is expected to be another record year for private
equity fund raising, beating $621 billion in 2017.
Second – Fund sizes are going to become larger and larger
with many funds expected to be more than $1 billion.

Nextgen systems and managed solutions increase this range
of choices, providing greater potential than ever for the PE
firm to transform.

Third - the transparency of private equity funds will increase
with GPs having to address valuation risk and more detailed
underlying position reporting.

Taking the right steps now to use managed administration
services can enable organizations to gain significant business
and IT agility and add greater value.

This will result in four major factors for the GPs and CFOs
office:
• Scalability from upcoming demand
• Complexity management
• Addressing transparency

This paper highlights the 8 hidden signs faced by CFOs and
the range of managed administration services and technology solutions available today.
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Case Study
FOCUSING ON CORE COMPETENCIES

Industry: Private Equity
Company profile: A leading global alternative investment management firm with multiple asset classes investing through
open ended, close ended and evergreen vehicles, with a strong
institutional focus and client base.
The firm has a significant investment in real estate and credit
strategies. The funds are largely self- administered with back
office operations managed internally by a large team.

•

This involved engaging dedicated, specialised & experienced team members in private equity operations
and accounting. The team handled all day-to-day
tasks and helped optimise the process for greater efficiencies

•

Developed a fully integrated business model, operational workflows and reporting needs

•

Using remote access, the team worked on the customers’ own software platform

•

Helped the customer implement new funds and complex structures with ease. This was enabled by deep
domain knowledge and understanding of the software and its functionalities

•

Key team personnel worked between client onsite and
Viteos global locations. Such interactions strengthen
relationships, deepen commitments and enable trust.

Client Operational Challenges
•

Challenges of scaling through increasing growth - navigating
new fund launches, new strategies and growth in AUM

•

Complex fund structures – multi-tiered structures with a
number of investment vehicles to accommodate different
investor profiles

•

Implementing a new software and transitioning all legacy
funds to the new platform

•

Finding the right talent to manage the operations in-house

Viteos’ Solution
The customer signed up Viteos managed administration services
- a framework designed to help choose the services and delivery
models that are right for their organizations and enterprises.
• Complemented internal teams. Working in partnership and
in the customers time zone as an extension of their ow
back-office

4

The Impact
•

The customer expanded rapidly from a couple of
funds to Viteos handling the bulk of the customers’
operational business

•

Staffing and scalability was no longer a challenge for
the customer. Easy access to skilled resources enabled the customer to grow their business

•

The business model allowed the customer to focus
their time and efforts on strengthening reviews and
internal controls

•

The customer achieved significant benefits and savings allowing them to focus on core competencies.
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The 8 ‘Hidden’ Signs
ABOUT US

The demands are endless, but the
capabilities are limited. You will know it is time
to look towards managed fund administration
when you start to experience these 8 signs
This additional CFO burden is resulting in long implementation
cycles. Furthermore, investing in the learning curve of new applications, adapting them to in-house needs and reengineering
them in places, results in only partial or marginal success when
implementing in-house systems.

1. Audit issues f rom spreadsheet
risk:
Either specific functions like Waterfall distribution or maintaining entire accounting on excel - PE firms can no longer continue
to live entirely or even partly on Excel spreadsheets.

As a result, many PE firms continue to run old versions of applications along with multiple disjointed systems and even parallel
Excel spreadsheet execution.

Operations, accounting and key person risk not only has accuracy, scalability and data issues, it can also have serious reputational risk.

Many CFOs are having to manage with two conflicting objectives:

PE firms relying on some or significant parts of their process
being modelled on Excel in order to gain flexibility and agility at
a lower cost is a first clear sign.

First, the primary role of managing the operations and accounting function.

With today’s asset growth and increasing fund complexity, managers are balancing multiple disparate solutions without truly
solving the problem. There has been a heavy reliance on Microsoft Excel, which can introduce redundancies, errors and various types of risk.

Second, trying to set-up and maintain in-house systems.
Whilst the first objective is well within a CFOs office competency; as the CFO of a top 10 PE firm at the PEI CFO COO conference recently commented, most CFOs underestimate the
effort, cost and expertise required to set-up and maintain inhouse systems.

Indeed, it is widely known that the use of Excel in lieu of
hard-coded methodologies in an audit-controlled database introduces risk. This risk is often noted in auditor’s reports, and it
makes investors uncomfortable.

3. Challenges in attracting and retaining talent:

With the additional complexity of multiple tranches of investment; accuracy and control become increasingly more difficult,
and accounting teams must break down each investor account
into the individual invested tranches and run all accounting parameters against each individual tranche.

Whether you are a start-up fund with limited resources, or an
established firm looking to grow assets, the question of where
to find, train and support private equity front and back office
professionals will ultimately be a focal point. The difficulty finding resources with relevant experience and the cost to attract
and retain them can be considerable.

This includes profit and loss (PnL) allocation and fee distributions across multiple funds, each with unique investor hierarchies, asset allocation and liquidity requirements. The range of
realized and unrealized fees to be calculated and paid can be
excessive.

Sudden growth, changes in fund complexities, the desire to attract institutional investors can drive the need to hire staff at a
direct expense to the firm if all of the fund back office work is
being done in-house.

2. Long or overdue systems implementations:

Building and maintaining back-office accounting and finance
staff is a high burden for startup funds and an impactful process
for established firms.

Many CFOs have taken on the additional role of identifying and
implementing systems in pursuit of transforming Excel based
operations to in-house institutional platforms.
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4. Readiness to handle increase in as- 7. Potential errors in fee calculations
sets:
across multiple entities:
By all expectations, investments in private equity funds are
expected to not only grow but increase at an accelerated rate
compared to past years.

Fee calculations such as carry and management can be complicated even at a single entity level, however in the case of complex fund structures these calculations can become even more
daunting when spread across multiple legal entities or where
resultant fee calculation for one legal entity impact other related entities.

CFOs who participated in E&Ys 2018 Global Private Equity Survey made it clear that addressing operational efficiency in a period of asset growth is a major priority and 55% of those CFOs
surveyed expect to raise a new fund in 2018.

Spreadsheets can handle these quite easily, but with the potential introduction of macro formulas within a spreadsheet comes
the introduction of risk and human error. While the methodology may be quite clear as detailed in fund documents, hidden
spreadsheet formulas may only be validated by one person with
reviewers simply checking final numbers.

Whether you see an increase in assets through organic growth,
addition of large institutional investors or a consolidation with
another fund, the question you must ask, is whether you have
the scalability to manage the operational needs in order to support this growth? And, how will this impact your in-house staff?

5. Desire to attract institutional inves- 8. Growing Demands of the LP:
tors:
Limited Partners used to be happy to stay behind the scenes in
The private equity industry has accelerated its move to a mainstream investment product and this has been led, typically, by
institutional investors in search of alpha.

the private equity world and let the General Partner handle all
aspects of a fund’s investments, all while adhering to the traditional 2 and 20 fee structure.

As the industry grows, large investors such as pension funds
and growing fund of funds will drive demand for independent
administrators, not uncommon to how the hedge fund market
developed several years back.

However, a more sophisticated investor base along with institutional investors and sovereign wealth funds are seeing the benefits of investing in many different ways such as through separate
accounts, pushing for custom terms or investment mandates.
Furthermore, the LPs are themselves banding together looking
to take a more active role in the investing process.

Many private equity funds have historically done their own administration and as a smaller fund with less reliance on large
investors, this model was sufficient when investor expectations
were easily managed.

While being able to accommodate an increase in separately
managed accounts and co-investments, GPs have been able to
attract new capital, but it has come with a cost in terms of complexity price.

Institutional investors and ODD teams are already questioning
the valuation risk and transparency reporting.

Allowing LPs to dictate what used to be traditional terms has
forced GPs to build more complex fund structures, manage
multiple fee arrangements and investment mandates, all the
while creating the need for increased reporting transparency.

6. Fund complexities change – SPVs,
Blockers:
Private Equity Funds have grown from simple standalone limited partnerships to more complex structures.

Transparency demands continue to push the GPs to deliver
reporting details into performance, market or sector exposure and adherence to investment mandates, which may differ
across their LP base.

To be able to attract capital from US tax-exempt and foreign investors, Private Equity funds create blocker structures that are
tax efficient. In addition to blockers, Private Equity Funds also
establish parallel partnerships as an alternative investment vehicle to accommodate different investor profiles. Efforts to be
more tax efficient adds to the complexity of the fund structure.

All of this has driven the GP to examine all aspects of a fund’s operation and has created a growing need for specifically talented
staff along with a heightened control environment, leading GPs
to consider ways to have a scalable team that understands the
LP needs and deliverables along with a balance of technology
that can support the complexities inherent in the funds.

Myriad vehicles within each structure results in complex allocations and fee calculations. While these complex calculations
can easily be handled on spreadsheets, that in itself carries an
element of risk that is also a warning flag to larger investors
who you may want to participate in your fund.
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Why funds adopt
managed administration
services

With the growth of the private equity market, f irms have to
look for ways to face these challenges and f ree up staff to focus
core competencies, creating competitive edge through a combination of in-house technology transformation and back off ice
outsourcing.
Recent E&Y PE CFO survey data show that on average, more than 50% of CFOs want to automate key finance functions
such as investor reporting and waterfall calculation, and 62% of CFOs surveyed felt their data systems are not integrated.
Additionally, 83% of CFOs surveyed, reported fund accounting as being their most challenging technology to implement.
When asked about their preferred functions to outsource, that would create the most success for their organisation,
they answered; fund accounting (67%), regulatory (62%), technology (58%), valuations (42%) and investor relations
(38%).
Clearly more than ever, private equity CFOs are looking both to technology and outsourcing solutions in greater numbers
than ever before.
With a managed service model in place, funds can benefit from:

Scalability
The impact of hiring, training and retention to support a funds back-office becomes greater as funds grow, and their
complexities build. Typically, funds cannot achieve the same economies of scale as those of a focused fund administrator. An effective outsourcing model can reduce skills-related risk, because the responsibility for attracting and retaining
skilled individuals falls on the administrator who are in the best position to pool and use their resources among multiple
customers, offering greater skill diversity than funds might otherwise achieve for themselve.
7
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Increased eff iciency

An administrator brings time-tested processes, procedures
and infrastructure resources to help funds recover critical
systems and data within time frames specified by regulatory
requirements — and test these procedures regularly to make
sure they work. By providing business scale, size and range
of services based on business needs, the right administrator
allows funds to better align front and back office processes
with operating requirements, providing an environment that
can address all of these areas helping funds integrate these
functions for a more holistic approach to data management
and risk.

A collaborative administration services model can deliver
new value in hybrid environments through fund accounting
and LP servicing best practices, standardization, analytics
and automation capabilities that can deliver higher efficiency and tighter controls.

Better service levels and reduced risk
There is reduced risk from outsourcing on account of various factors including better technology, ‘maker checker’ processes leading to reduced errors, greater oversight by the clients (on account of reduced operating requirements). Many
administrators are also covered by SSAE 16/18 audits by top
providers, better institutional platforms which are audited
for cybersecurity, backup and disaster recovery. All of these
are difficult for an individual fund (especially smaller funds)
to implement.

Access to technology innovation
Having the skills and resources to implement new technologies quicker, enabling funds to more readily exploit technology innovations such as cloud, analytics and mobility provides new business value.

Cost reduction

Similarly, a bigger size allows service providers to offer 24x7
services, better turnarounds, backup of personnel on leave
and thus better SLAs to the clients.

Access to economies of scale by administrators and service
providers along with a focus on service delivery help administrators meet a lower cost point than most funds can
achieve in-house. In addition, much of an administrator’s
costs—from infrastructure and overhead to technical staff —
are shared across multiple customers.

The fact is, that for services providers, bigger is better. A
larger services provider with years of experience can provide
substantial benefits and working knowledge, and the ability
to provide technology that funds can use in-house as part of
the servicing model is an added benefit that funds struggle
to build on their own.
The result is a more efficient business process that mitigates
common risks; giving funds the ability to focus on core competencies while providing investors a level of comfort from
third party independence.

Retain existing investment and historical data
A new breed of service providers are enabling PE firms to
retain existing data and investments made in applications
like Investran, eFront or Quickbooks. This is enabling CFOs to
retain ownership and control through technology solutions
which automate and optimise existing gaps in in-house systems. The CFO is no longer under the pressure to move to a
factory set-up by administrators, de-risking them from longterm commitments.

Source: EY 2018 Global Private Equity Survey

Data management and protection
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Charting a path for managed
fund administrator services
adoption
A strong managed fund administration services strategy
means you can expect your new or existing relationship to
grow along with your business and usage needs.

The next level can be to adopt selected business technology
to support your business model. This approach allows you to
install and manage specific bespoke applications while you
retain your core accounting engine and historical data.

You can start with a flexible arrangement, which takes advantage of fund administration skilled resources-often referred
to as an extension to in-house teams, this model brings the
skills you need for your organization for special projects or
just to provide the resources you need while you scale.

As you move along your strategic continuum, you can advance from having some services and technology to all services provided by an administrator in support of your aspirational business model

9
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VITEOS

Private Equity Fund Administration
Services

Service area
Fund Accounting

Service offering
• Investment Accounting
• Maintain General Ledger
• Track Closes and Record Commitments
• Capital Calls and Receipts
• Process Distributions & Compute Waterfalls
• Fee computations & Offsets
• Maintain Capital Accounts & Perform Rebalancing
• Perform IRR calculations
• Reporting – GP & LP

Investor Services

• Maintain Investor Database
• Perform KYC/AML Checks
• Handle Queries
• Investor Communication & Correspondence
• Maintain Investor Portal

Treasury Services

• Prepare Cash Flow Statements
• Monitor Credit Facility Arrangements
• Track Call Receipts & Defaults
• Process Funding Requests
• Prepare Distribution Wires

Financial and Reporting Audits

• Prepare Quarterly/Annual Financial Statements
• Liaise with Auditors

Regulatory reporting

• Form PF filing
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Why Viteos?
VITEOS, a leading service provider in the Alternative Investments space
offers customized solutions to meet your unique and challenging private
equity back-off ice operational needs.
Benef it f rom our proven experience and expertise of over a decade as a
specialist service provider backed by technology prowess.
As a specialist third party administrator, with a collaborative and multiple
engagement model, we can help you meet the growing challenges of the
industry - be it demands for greater transparency & disclosure f rom your
LPs, complex fund structures, bespoke fee arrangements and waterfall
models or enhanced compliance.
Viteos “VU Allocations for Private Equity” integrates investor management
and allocation into one platform. An end-to-end investor management
tool with KYC and FATCA compliance features, it handles the most complex N-tier structures.
Modular in form, it works standalone or linked; and intuitively manages
workflow-investor-transaction-processing; fee and preferred return calculations; NAV and waterfall computations; deal capture and is a document
repository.
Our comprehensive solution combines deep domain knowledge, operational expertise and strong technology capabilities. We extend complete
operational support through all phases of the fund lifecycle.
Leverage best practices by institutionalizing your back-off ice operations
so you can stay focused on the strategic functions such as fund raising
and deal sourcing.
•
•
•
•
•

Viteos is a trusted engagement partner with rich industry experience
We offer a technology solution that automates the process lifecycle
end to end
Full service LP Portal
General Partner / Management Company Accounting
Global reach with off ices in the USA, UK and India
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AWARDS

CTA US Services Awards 2015 Best Shadow
Accounting Viteos
HFM European Hedge Fund Services
Awards, 2015, Best middle-off ice services
Viteos Fund Services
Hedge Fund Awards 2015 Best Bespoke
Solutions in Hedge Funds
Finance Monthly, Global Awards 2015, Best
Bespoke Solutions in Alternative Investments USA

2017 Excellence in Bespoke Alternative Investment Solutions Operational Eff iciency
/ Shadow Accounting

HFM US Hedge Fund Services Awards,
2014, Best Shadow-accounting f irm

2016 Best Reconciliation Services Firm

2014 Global Custodian Awards for Excellence, Regulatory Solution Alternative Investments

HFM US Hedge Fund Services Awards, 2015,
Best Shadow-accounting f irm

HFM European Hedge Fund Services
Awards, 2014, Best middle-off ice services
Viteos Fund Services

Global Fund Awards 2015, Global Shadow-Accounting Firm of the Year

“The team has been dynamic in
helping to both identify and solve
problems we have had along the
way with our projects. Their knowledge and experience of the products, processes and systems have
been instrumental in helping us
meet our deadlines.”
- CFO @ $2 Billion fund
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Ranjan Mishra

Viteos Fund Services

For more information

CONTACT US

For more information on how
Viteos fund administration services can help you realize better
outcomes and focus on creating value and innovation rather
than operating chores, contact
your Viteos representative now.

US | Cell: +1 732 322 2336 | Direct: +1 646 981 6335
UK | Cell: +44 771 886 4285 | Direct: +44 20 7016 9170

ranjan.mishra@viteos.com

www.viteos.com

